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When Andrew Amsterdam began searching for new car
wash equipment to be utilized at his Franklin Maps location
in King of Prussia, PA, he obviously demanded durable equipment with superb cleaning abilities, built by a premier manufacturer, holding an industry wide reputation. He found this in
AUTEC Car Wash Systems, a leader with 32 years manufacturing experience in the automatic car washing business.
Andy Amsterdam and his son, David, are the enthused
behind 24 Hour Car Wash, serving the King of Prussia market,
a suburb of Philadelphia, PA. Located on Henderson Road,
with a traffic count of 22,000 cars per day, the Valley Forge
Convention Center and the second largest shopping mall in
the United States, the Court At King of Prussia, are within
five minutes of 24 Hour Car Wash. Add to that various big box
retailers, strip malls, restaurants, brand name hotels, apartment/condo complexes and hundreds of homes.
David Rennie of Northeast AUTEC operates his own location in Southern New Jersey outfitted with all of AUTEC’s
best, namely dual AUTEC EV-1’s. Andy and David Amsterdam
had found Rennie’s Auto Spa and of pointed interest to them
was Rennie’s all glass structure and the presentation of the
AUTEC EV-1’s at Rennie’s location.
Almost immediately, Andy and David felt
they had found the right equipment manufacturer in AUTEC and recognizing Rennie
as an owner/operator in AUTEC equipment
provided Andy and David with further
assurances that AUTEC would

be the right choice for 24
Hour Car Wash.
And so, a completely
unique AUTEC installation
had its genesis. It would
feature two AUTEC EV-1 car
Featuring AUTEC’s EV-1 Evolution System
wash systems, having the
ability to clean with Soft
Touch, Touch Free or an
awesome combination of
both. Andy and David opted
to offer a menu of combination washes to their customers, adding options like
Pre-Soak, Triple Foam, Bug
Buster and AUTEC’s Rear
Open 24 hours a day/7 days a week
Super Clean. All of this is
housed in AUTEC’s dual 57’
Glass Car Wash Structure and operates 24/7, unattended!
Andy simply states, “AUTEC cleaned far better than other
car wash equipment that I had reviewed.” He further comments
that the efforts by AUTEC in layout design, engineered drawings
and production/delivery of his AUTEC EV-1
systems, coupled with Northeast AUTEC’s
expertise and support has been “Great!”
AUTEC is proud to have Andy and
David Amsterdam on board! Welcome!
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